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SUMMARY
Assessing the risk of rupture of intracranial aneurysms is important for clinicians because the natural
rupture risk can be exceeded by the small but significant risk carried by current treatments. To this end
numerous investigators have used image-based computational fluid dynamics models to extract patientspecific hemodynamics information, but there is no consensus on which variables or hemodynamic
characteristics are the most important. This paper describes a computational framework to study and
characterize the hemodynamic environment of cerebral aneurysms in order to relate it to clinical events,
such as growth or rupture. In particular, a number of hemodynamic quantities are proposed to describe the
most salient features of these hemodynamic environments. Application to a patient population indicates that
ruptured aneurysms tend to have concentrated inflows, concentrated wall shear stress distributions, high
maximal wall shear stress, and smaller viscous dissipation ratios than unruptured aneurysms. Furthermore,
these statistical associations are largely unaffected by the choice of physiologic flow conditions. This
confirms the notion that hemodynamic information derived from image-based computational models can
be used to assess aneurysm rupture risk, to test hypotheses about the mechanisms responsible for aneurysm
formation, progression, and rupture, and to answer specific clinical questions. Copyright 䉷 2010 John
Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION
Assessing the risk of rupture of intracranial aneurysms is important for clinicians because the
natural rupture risk can be exceeded by the small but significant risk carried by current treatments
[1–3]. To date, risk assessment is mainly based on aneurysm size. However, it is known that small
aneurysms do rupture, and therefore a more precise risk assessment is highly desirable. Improving
current aneurysm risk assessment and evaluation requires knowledge of the underlying mechanisms
governing the natural evolution of cerebral aneurysms. Although these mechanisms are poorly
understood, hemodynamics is thought to play a fundamental role [4–7]. Thus, numerous investigators have used image-based computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models to extract patient-specific
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hemodynamics information [8–10]. However, there is no consensus on which variables or hemodynamic characteristics are the most important. This paper describes a computational framework
to study and characterize both qualitatively and quantitatively the hemodynamic environment of
cerebral aneurysms in order to relate it to clinical events, such as growth or rupture. In particular, a number of hemodynamic quantities are proposed to describe the most salient features of
these hemodynamic environments and further our understanding of the mechanisms of aneurysm
progression and rupture.

METHODOLOGY
Clinical and imaging data
Anatomical images of cerebral aneurysms and the connected blood vessels are obtained using
3D rotational angiography (3DRA). These images are acquired during conventional transfemoral
catheterization of the cerebral blood vessels. Rotational angiograms are obtained during a 6-s
contrast injection for a total of 24 cc of contrast agent and imaging at 15 frames per second over
8 s for acquisition of 120 projection images on a Philips Integris biplane unit (Philips Medical
Systems, Best, the Netherlands). The projection images are reconstructed into 3D voxel data using
standard proprietary software (Philips XtraVision).
The patients’ medical and radiological records are reviewed and evaluated for evidence of
aneurysmal intracranial hemorrhage. In patients with multiple aneurysms, the clinical and radiological information are considered and a judgment of the most likely source of hemorrhage is made.
The other co-incident aneurysms are classified as unruptured. Cases with evidence of vasospasm,
or incomplete or inconclusive clinical information as well as dissecting aneurysms are excluded
from the study.
Vascular modeling
Patient-specific vascular models are constructed from the 3DRA images using seeded region
growing segmentation to recover the arterial network topology followed by isosurface deformable
models to recover the vascular geometry [11, 12]. The models are then smoothed using a nonshrinking algorithm [13] and arterial branches are truncated perpendicularly to their axes. During
the vascular model construction process, the entire proximal portion of the parent artery visible in
the 3D image is included in the model to ensure proper representation of secondary or swirling
flows at the aneurysm location [14]. The geometrical models are then used to generate volumetric
computational grids composed of tetrahedral elements using an advancing front method [12, 15].
These meshes are generated with a minimum uniform resolution of 0.01–0.02 cm. The mesh
resolution is locally increased using source functions along arterial branches in order to ensure a
minimum of 10–20 grid points in all vessel diameters. Typical meshes contain between 1 million
and 5 million elements.
Domain subdivision
Once the volumetric grid has been generated, the computational domain is partitioned into different
geographic regions. This process consists of the following steps: (a) interactive delineation of
the aneurysm neck, (b) triangulation of the aneurysm orifice, (c) partition of the computational
domain into aneurysm and vessel regions, and (d) further subdivision of aneurysm and vessel
regions into subregions. During the interactive neck delineation, the user clicks on grid points
along the aneurysm neck. When the user selects a new point, all points along the shortest path
on the surface (geodesic line) from the last selected point are automatically selected. Thus, the
line loop defining the aneurysm neck is delineated with a few clicks along the neck. Then,
the aneurysm orifice defined by this neck line is triangulated. This neck surface is then used
to split the surface and volume grids into two regions corresponding to the aneurysm and the
connected arteries. This is done by first identifying all edges of the surface and volume grids
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that are cut by the triangles of the neck surface. Then, a region growing algorithm is used to
label all grid points on each side of the neck surface. In cases with multiple aneurysms or arterial
branches emanating from the aneurysm sac, a second ‘neck’ surface is created and used to restrict
the region growing algorithm. Subsequently, signed geodesic distances to the neck maps are
computed on the surface and volume grids. Distances on the vessel side are assigned a negative
sign and distances on the aneurysm side are assigned a positive sign. These maps are then used to
subdivide the vessel and aneurysm regions into the following subregions: (1) near vessel—negative
distance to the neck less than 1 cm, (2) far vessel—negative distance to the neck larger than 1 cm,
(3) aneurysm neck—positive distance to the neck less than 10% of maximum positive distance,
(4) aneurysm body—positive distance to the neck less than 60% of the maximum positive distance,
and (5) aneurysm dome—positive distance to the neck larger than 60% of the maximum positive
distance. In case of fusiform aneurysms, two ‘neck’ contours are defined. This allows us to separate
the aneurysmal segment from the parent artery. However in these cases, it is not possible to further
subdivide the aneurysm into neck, body, or dome regions. The procedure for geographic labeling
of the vascular model is illustrated in Figure 1.
We denote  as the computational domain, which is partitioned into an aneurysm volume (a )
and a vessel volume (v ) : = a +v . Similarly, the domain surface , which is defined as
the boundary of the computational domain (0 = *), is partitioned into an aneurysm surface
(a ) and a vessel surface (v ) :  = a +v . The surface of the aneurysm orifice o divides the
aneurysm and vessel regions and its boundary coincides with the neck contour delineated by the
user (N ) : 0 = *N .
Hemodynamics modeling
Blood flows are mathematically modeled using the unsteady 3D Navier–Stokes equations for an
incompressible Newtonian fluid with density  = 1.0 g/cm3 and viscosity  = 0.04 P. The governing
equations are advanced in time using a fully implicit scheme that recasts the original equations as
a steady-state problem in pseudo time (ϑ) at each time step (n):
u ,ϑ +u  ·∇u  +∇ p  = ∇∇u  −
∇ ·u  = 0

u  −u n
t

(1)
(2)

where u is the velocity, p the pressure,  the kinematic viscosity, u n denotes the velocity at the
previous time step, and u  = (1−)u n +u n+1 . The parameter  selects the numerical scheme as:
first-order implicit Euler scheme ( = 1), first-order explicit Euler scheme ( = 0), and secondorder Crank–Nicholson scheme ( = 1/2). These equations are solved using a pressure-projection
method where the spatial discretization is carried out using an edge-based upwind finite element
method [15]. The discretized momentum equation is solved using a Generalized Minimal Residuals (GMRES) method and the discretized pressure Poisson equation is solved using a deflated
preconditioned conjugate gradients method [16]. The latter method has been shown to significantly
reduce the computation time, especially for elongated or tubular domains.
Typically, patient-specific blood flow data is not collected as part of the routine clinical examinations, and thus this information is not commonly available. Therefore, typical flow waveforms
obtained from in vivo measurements of blood flows in normal subjects using phase-contrast
magnetic resonance are used to prescribe boundary conditions [17–19]. The waveforms measured
in the cerebral arteries of normal volunteers are scaled with the area of the inlet boundary in
order to achieve a mean wall shear stress (WSS) of 15 dyne/cm2 at the inlet [19]. Fully developed
velocity profiles are mapped to the inlet boundary using the Womersley solution [20]. Previous
studies suggest that this is a reasonable approach provided that a long enough portion of the
proximal parent artery is included in the vascular model [21]. Outflow boundary conditions are
selected to avoid producing unphysiologic pressure drops along the different arterial branches.
Traction-free boundary conditions are prescribed at the large model outlets. However, if the model
contains small arterial branches, the flow rate in those branches is estimated in order to avoid
Copyright 䉷 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 1. Geographic subdivision of the vascular model: interactive delineation of the aneurysm neck (top
left), removal of aneurysm sac (top right), triangulation of neck surface (bottom left), and subdivision of
aneurysm and vessel into subregions using the neck surface (bottom right).

a large change in the WSS from the parent artery and imposed as outflow boundary conditions.
No-slip boundary conditions (u = 0) are imposed at the vessel walls. As patient-specific flows are
not known, each model is run under a range of physiologic flow conditions in order to assess
the variability of the resulting hemodynamic variables. Specifically, each model is run under two
pulsatile flow waveforms corresponding to heart rates of 60 and 100 bpm [22], and three steady
flow conditions corresponding to an inlet WSS of 10 (low), 15 (medium), and 20 dyne/cm2 (high),
respectively. The pulsatile simulations are carried out for two cardiac cycles using 100 time steps
per cycle. It has been previously verified that results from the second and third cycles coincide;
therefore in these cases results are presented for the second cycle.
Blood flow post-processing
In order to investigate the role of hemodynamics in the mechanisms of aneurysm initiation,
progression, and rupture, the unsteady flow velocity field is post-process to define different derived
quantities. These derived fields can be subdivided into (a) volumetric fields, (b) surface fields, and
Copyright 䉷 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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(c) fields defined at the aneurysm orifice surface. These fields are defined as described in what
follows.
Volumetric fields
Derived fields defined over the domain volume include: kinetic energy (k), strain rate (˙), viscous
dissipation (), and vorticity (), defined as
k = 12  u 2
√
˙ = 2 eij eij

(3)

 = 12 ˙2

(5)

 = ∇ ×u

(6)

(4)

where the strain rate tensor (eij ) is given by


1 *u i *u j
eij =
+
2 *x j *x i

(7)

These fields are numerically computed from the velocity field using a Galerkin finite element
approximation in the volumetric domain .
Surface fields
Surface fields derived over the domain surface include: WSS ( ), wall shear stress gradient (WSSG),
and oscillatory shear index (OSI). The WSS field is calculated as the derivative of the tangential
velocity (u t ) in the normal direction (n) at the vessel surface:
=

*u t
*n

(8)

This field is computed from the velocity field using a parabolic recovery of boundary gradients method. It has been shown that this second-order method produces results similar to those
obtained with a boundary layer mesh with three grid points in the boundary layer [23]. The OSI is
computed as


1
| |
OSI=
1−
(9)
2
| |
where




1  T
dt 
| | = 
T 0

1
and | | =
T



T

| | dt

(10)

0

with the integral taken over the cardiac cycle period (T ). The WSSG is computed by taking the
derivatives of the WSS magnitude on the vessel surface in two directions given by the flow direction
( ) and normal to it ( ):

 2  2
*
*
WSSG =
+
*
*
(11)
*
*
=∇ · ,
=∇ · ,
= ,
=n×
| |
*
*
where n is the normal to the surface and the gradient operator ∇ denotes partial derivatives
in the coordinate directions. These derivatives are calculated using a Galerkin finite element
approximation over the surface mesh .
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Orifice fields
Finally, the velocity field is interpolated to the orifice surface o . This is done by first identifying
all the edges of the volume grid that are cut by triangles of the surface defining the neck surface.
The algorithm uses a bin data structure to store all the edges of the volume grid. Then it loops
over all the neck surface triangles and identifies from the bin structure the edges crossing the
bounding box of each triangle. These edges are tested to check whether they cut the triangle plane
and if so, if the intersection point lies inside the triangle, in which case the edge is marked as
cut. Once the cut edges have been found, linear interpolation is used to compute the field values
at the intersection points. A triangular connectivity is then generated connecting the intersection
points into an interpolated neck surface mesh. Using this connectivity, the surface normal at each
point on the orifice surface is computed and used to find the velocity components along the orifice
surface (u s ) and perpendicular to it (u p ).
Blood flow visualization
In order to visually inspect the results of the CFD simulations and qualitatively characterize
the aneurysmal hemodynamics, a number of pre-defined visualizations are automatically created.
First, streamlines color-coded with the velocity magnitude are used to visualize the instantaneous
flow structures. A number of streamline origins are automatically created and saved by randomly
selecting uniformly distributed points in the aneurysm and near vessel regions. For each of these
points a streamline is propagated in the forward (positive) and backward (negative) velocity directions. This ensures proper visualization of the flow structures in the aneurysm and parent vessel.
Second, isovelocity surfaces are used to visualize the flow streams in the parent artery and the
aneurysm at each time instant. Third, a plane that attempts to cut the aneurysm neck through the
inflow stream is automatically calculated. This plane passes through the centroid of the aneurysm
neck surface. Its normal is computed as the cross product of the aneurysm neck normal at the
centroid with the vector that goes from the centroid to the point on the neck surface that has the
maximum inflow velocity. Visualizations of the inflow stream and aneurysm flow structure are
then created by plotting the velocity magnitude interpolated to this cutting plane. The velocity
field is further visualized by plotting velocity vectors color-coded with the velocity magnitude
over the entire computational domain. Then, the distributions of WSS, WSSG, and OSI are visualized using surface shading plots color-coded with the magnitude of these variables. Additionally,
the aneurysm geometry and its subdivision into different regions are visualized by plotting the
aneurysm surface triangulation color-coded with the region labels and a line delineating the neck
surface boundary. Examples of these visualizations are presented in Figure 2.
All these operations are created in two modes of operations: (a) interactive or visual exploration
mode and (b) passive or visual inspection mode. In the first mode, the operator can interactively
rotate, translate, and zoom the scene while the graphical objects (e.g. isovelocity surfaces) are
animated through the cardiac cycle. In the second mode, an animation is automatically created
and saved to a file. As the user cannot interact with the scene in this mode, the most appropriate
aneurysm view is set as follows. The viewpoint is translated to the centroid of the aneurysm region,
and the zooming factor is computed from the ratio of the aneurysm bounding box to the bounding
box of the entire computational domain in order to fit the aneurysm and a portion of the parent
artery into the screen. Then, the model is rotated around an axis in the vertical direction passing
through the aneurysm centroid. The rotation speed is set such that four cardiac cycles are displayed
for one complete rotation. In this way it is possible to observe the pulsating flow fields from
all view points around the aneurysm. All these visualizations are created with in-house software
that uses a script system to automate the visualizations and that operates in off-screen mode for
non-interactive visualizations [24].
Qualitative hemodynamics characterization
The aneurismal hemodynamic environment is qualitatively characterized by visual inspection of
the blood flow visualizations according to the following properties [25]: (1) flow complexity: simple
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Figure 2. Examples of flow visualizations created automatically from two viewpoints (top and bottom
rows) and one instant of time. From left to right the flows are visualized using isovelocity surfaces,
velocity magnitudes on a cut plane and the neck surface, streamlines colored with the velocity magnitude,
and the distribution of wall shear stress.

flow patterns consisting on a single recirculation zone or vortex structure within the aneurysm,
or complex flow patterns exhibiting flow divisions or separations within the aneurysm sac and
containing more than one recirculation zone or vortex structure; (2) flow stability: stable flow
patterns that persist (do not move or change) during the cardiac cycle, or unstable flow patterns
where the flow divisions and/or vortex structures move or are created or destroyed during the
Copyright 䉷 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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cardiac cycle; (3) inflow concentration: concentrated inflow streams or jets that penetrate relatively
deep into the aneurysm sac and are thin or narrow in the main flow direction, or diffuse inflow
streams that are thick compared to the aneurysm neck and flow jets that disperse quickly once
they penetrate into the aneurysm sac; and (4) flow impingement: the flow impingement zone is the
region of the aneurysm where the inflow stream is seen to impact the aneurysm wall and change
its direction and/or disperse. This region is classified as small (large) if its area is small (large)
compared to the area of the aneurysm (less than 50% or more than 50%).
Quantitative hemodynamics data reduction
Motivated by previous studies that have shown associations between the qualitative hemodynamic
characteristics described above and aneurysm rupture [25, 26], quantitative variables that attempt to
capture the salient features of these qualitative characteristics were defined. Using the geographic
subdivision of the computational domain described earlier, the following quantities are defined
using hemodynamic variables defined over the volume, surface, or orifice regions:
Kinetic energy ratio (KER) measures the average kinetic energy in the aneurysm relative to that
of the parent artery
 1 2

ka
a 2  u d/ a d
KER = =  1
(12)

2
kv
v 2  u d/ v d
where ka and kv represent the average kinetic energy computed over the aneurysm (a ) and near
vessel regions (v ), respectively.
Viscous dissipation ratio (VDR) measures the average amount of viscous dissipation of mechanical energy in the aneurysm relative to that in the parent artery
 1 2

a
a 2  ˙ d/ a d
VDR =
(13)
= 1 2

v
v 2  ˙ d/ v d
where a and v represent the average mechanical dissipation in the aneurysm and near vessel
regions, respectively.
Maximal wall shear stress (MWSS) measures the maximum WSS value over the aneurysm region
MWSS= max( )

(14)

a

Denoting v and v as the mean and standard deviation of the WSS magnitude computed over the
near vessel region, aneurysm regions of high (h ) and low (l ) WSS are defined as regions where
the WSS is higher or lower than the mean WSS in the parent artery by one standard deviation
h = {x ∈ a / (x)> v +

v}

l = {x ∈ a / (x)< v −

v}

(15)

The areas of these two regions are denoted by Ah and Al , respectively. In addition to MWSS, the
following surface variables are defined.
Low shear area (LSA) measures the percent of the aneurysm area that is subject to a ‘low’ WSS,
i.e. one standard deviation below the mean WSS in the parent artery:
LSA = Al /Aa

(16)

where Aa is the area of the aneurysm sac. This variable is 0 if there is no region with WSS below
one standard deviation of the mean WSS in the parent artery, and will tend to 1 if the entire
aneurysm is subject to ‘low’ WSS.
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Shear concentration index (SCI) measures the degree of concentration of the WSS distribution
Fh /Fa
Ah /Aa

SCI =

(17)

where Fh and Fa represent the total viscous shear force computed over the region of WSS (h )
and the entire aneurysm (a ), respectively


| | d, Fa =
| | d
(18)
Fh =
h

a

This index becomes 0 if no part of the aneurysm is under ‘high’ WSS (higher than one standard
deviation above the mean WSS in the parent artery) and becomes large when the WSS distribution
has a peak with high WSS concentrated on a small region of the aneurysm.
Low shear index (LSI) measures the relative amount of the total shear force that is applied in
regions of ‘low’ WSS
LSI =

Fl Al
Fa Aa

(19)

where Fl is the total viscous shear force applied in the region of ‘low’ WSS

| | d
Fl =
l

(20)

The LSI varies from 0 when no frictional shear force is applied in regions of low WSS to 1 when
the total frictional shear force is applied in regions of low WSS.
Defining i the inflow region of the aneurism orifice, i.e. with positive normal velocity
i = {x ∈ 0 /u n >0}

(21)

the areas of the inflow and entire aneurysm orifice are denoted as Ai and Ao , respectively.
Inflow concentration index (ICI) measures the degree of concentration of the blood stream
flowing from the parent artery into the aneurysm
ICI =

Q i /Q v
Ai /Ao

(22)

where Q v is the flow rate in the parent artery and Q i is the flow rate entering the aneurysm

u p d
(23)
Qi =
i

This index takes a value of 0 if no flow enters the aneurysm and grows larger as the flow rate
increases and is concentrated over a small region of the aneurysm orifice.
Data organization and archival
All the clinical, imaging, and simulation data are organized using a consistent naming and directory
structure. The clinical information consists of a text file listing the patient’s age, gender, symptoms,
aneurysm location, history of SAH, etc. The imaging data contains the original 3D images used
to construct the computational models. The simulation data consists of the computational grid, the
definition of the aneurysm neck, the labeling of the different regions, the flow boundary conditions,
and the results of the different simulations. This data is then augmented by the data generated
during post-processing, data reduction, and visualization and characterization steps. The logical
and consistent organization of the data allows us to create simple scripts to automate several
operations, such as constructing tables, performing statistics, and creating bar charts of scatter plots
of the different hemodynamic and geometrical variables. This organization and set of scripts are
very flexible compared with a traditional database organization because it allows us to easily add,
Copyright 䉷 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 3. Schematics of the data organization and relationship within the computational framework for
the analysis of cerebral aneurysms.

delete, or modify variables and relationships, and recreate tables and plots quickly. Furthermore,
if desired, it is easy to create tables that can then be imported into a relational database, for
instance for performing complex queries or other operations. Additionally, a set of scripts are used
to automatically create a web page for browsing the database. This web page presents the clinical,
anatomical, and hemodynamic data of each aneurysm using the pre-computed non-interactive
visualizations. This is very useful to allow physicians to easily inspect and analyze the data simply
with a web browser.
The organization of the database is schematically shown in Figure 3. Rectangular boxes represent data generated automatically. Boxes with a truncated corner represent data generated with
procedures that require some level of user interaction. Elliptical boxes represent clinical, imaging,
physiologic, or other basic data or information. The dotted box represents the data corresponding
to a single aneurysm, which in turn contains a number of CFD simulations.
Data analysis
For each aneurysm, the values of all the variables defined above are computed at each instant
of time during the cardiac cycle and their minimum, maximum, and average values over the
cardiac cycle calculated. Then, different aneurysm groups are defined, including ruptured and
unruptured aneurysms, aneurysms with complex or simple flows, aneurysms with stable or unstable
flows, aneurysms with concentrated or diffuse inflows, and aneurysms with small or large flow
impingement regions. The average values of these variables over the different aneurysm groups
are then computed and statistically compared using Student’s t-test. The differences in the mean
values are considered statistically significant if the two-tailed p-values were less than 0.05 (95%
confidence).
Finally, the ratios of the mean values of the hemodynamic variables over the different aneurysm
groups are computed and their variability with flow conditions and manual neck delineation are
determined.
Copyright 䉷 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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RESULTS
A total of 210 cerebral aneurysms have been modeled, characterized, organized into a database
system, and analyzed using the methodology described earlier. Quantitative hemodynamic variables
extracted from the simulations were compared to the previous history of aneurysm rupture and
to qualitative hemodynamic characteristics assigned by visual inspection. For completeness, the
aneurysm size and aspect ratio are also computed. The aneurysm size is defined as the maximum
Euclidean distance between any two points belonging to the aneurysm region. The aspect ratio
is defined as the aneurysm depth divided by the aneurysm neck size. The depth is computed
as the maximum length of the minimal path in the aneurysm volume connecting any point on
the aneurysm sac and the aneurysm orifice. The aneurysm neck size is the maximum Euclidean
distance between any two points of the aneurysm orifice.
Ruptured vs unruptured aneurysms
Table I lists the average values of geometric and hemodynamic variables computed over the ruptured
and unruptured aneurysm groups. The two-tailed p-values corresponding to the t-test comparison
of the mean values over each group are also listed. The ratios of the mean values of ruptured
aneurysms over unruptured aneurysms are also shown graphically in Figure 4. The stars over the
bars of this figure indicate a statistically significant difference between the mean values of ruptured
and unruptured aneurysms. The results presented in Table I and Figure 4 indicate that rupture
aneurysms tend to have larger sizes, larger aspect ratios, larger MWSS, larger inflow concentrations,
larger shear concentrations, and lower viscous dissipation than unruptured aneurysms. They also
tend to have larger KERs but this variable did not reach statistical significance. Additionally the
areas under low WSS and the LSIs of ruptured and unruptured aneurysms were not statistically
different.
Variability with neck delineation and flow conditions
In order to study the variability of geometric and hemodynamic variables with respect to the manual
delineation of the aneurysm neck, the neck contour was traced twice in a subset of 10 aneurysms,
and the relative change in the variables was calculated. Table II lists the relative change in the
ratio of mean geometric and hemodynamic variables of ruptured to unruptured aneurysms (N ).
The relative change in the ratio of geometric variables is well within 10%. On the other hand,
the relative change in the ratio of hemodynamic variables exhibits a larger variability, reaching a
maximum of approximately 30%.
Similarly, the variability of the difference in hemodynamic variables between ruptured and
unruptured aneurysms with respect to the physiologic flow conditions was analyzed. Table II shows
the maximum relative change in the ratio of hemodynamic variables of ruptured to unruptured
aneurysms obtained with the different flow conditions described before (Q ). It can be seen that
although the values of hemodynamic variables change with the flow conditions, their proportion
Table I. Values of geometric and hemodynamic variables averaged over the ruptured and unruptured
aneurysm groups and the corresponding t-test p-values.

Geometry
Hemodynamics

Variable

Ruptured

Unruptured

p-value

Size
AR
MWSS
ICI
SCI
VDR
KER
LSA
LSI

9.38 mm
1.42
384 dyn/cm2
1.012
9.97
0.36
0.232
60%
0.26

6.59 mm
0.966
277 dyn/cm2
0.66
6.47
0.951
0.176
56%
0.25

<0.0001
<0.0001
0.0034
0.0035
0.0154
0.0123
0.2226
0.3716
0.6630
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Figure 4. Ratio between variables averaged over ruptured aneurysms and variables averaged
over unruptured aneurysms. Error bars indicate variability of this ratio with respect to
delineation of the aneurysm neck (left bars) and to flow conditions (right bars). Stars
indicate statistically significant differences between the mean values.
Table II. Variability of the ratio of mean quantities of ruptured to unruptured aneurysm groups
with respect to the manual delineation of the aneurysm neck (N ) and flow conditions (Q ).
Variable

N (%)

Q (%)

Size
AR

6.3
7.2

—
—

MWSS
ICI
SCI
VDR
KER
LSA
LSI

23.8
16.6
28.7
11.2
12.3
7
24.1

7.1
1.6
17.5
10.7
2.0
3.7
7.5

Geometry
Hemodynamics

over the ruptured and unruptured groups remains within a maximum of up to 17% relative difference.
The two sets of error bars included in Figure 4 represent the variability of the ratios of geometric
and hemodynamic variables of ruptured to unruptured aneurysms with respect to the neck tracing
(left bars) and the flow conditions (right bars). The statistical difference of mean values between
ruptured and unruptured aneurysms, indicated by the stars in Figure 4, was not affected by either
the new neck delineation or the flow conditions.
Qualitative characteristics and quantitative measures
The relationship between the qualitative hemodynamic categories previously studied and quantitative hemodynamics and geometric measures are presented in Tables III and IV, respectively. These
tables list, for each dichotomous flow category (flow complexity, flow stability, inflow concentration, impingement size) the average of each quantitative variable over the two possible groups
of aneurysms and the corresponding t-test p-value. The ‘yes’ rows of these tables represent the
groups of aneurysms that have complex flows, unstable flows, concentrated inflows, and small
impingement regions. In contrast, the ‘no’ rows represent the groups of aneurysms that have
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Table III. Hemodynamic variables averaged over the different categories used for qualitative hemodynamic
characterization of aneurysms, and corresponding p-values of Student’s t-test of the statistical difference
between the mean values of each category.
Variable
Category
Complex flow
Unstable flow
Concentrated inflow
Small impingement

Yes
No
p
Yes
No
p
Yes
No
p
Yes
No
p

MWSS

ICI

SCI

VDR

KER

LSA

LSI

354
258
0.0099
296
357
0.1048
386
262
0.0005
324
311
0.7235

1.003
0.440
<0.0001
1.011
0.449
<0.0001
1.114
0.529
<0.0001
0.869
0.691
0.1418

9.87
4.31
0.0001
10.4
3.55
<0.0001
10.39
5.67
0.0007
9.99
4.51
0.0001

0.299
1.456
<0.0001
0.208
1.562
<0.0001
0.264
1.107
0.0002
0.260
1.431
<0.0001

0.202
0.199
0.8260
0.169
0.246
0.0907
0.194
0.201
0.8818
0.156
0.264
0.0185

62%
51%
0.0224
67%
41%
<0.0001
65%
52%
0.0048
67%
42%
<0.0001

0.265
0.244
0.5335
0.316
0.158
<0.0001
0.294
0.224
0.0301
0.309
0.174
<0.0001

Table IV. Geometric variables averaged over the different categories used for qualitative
hemodynamic characterization of aneurysms, and corresponding p-values of Student’s t-test
of the statistical difference between the mean values of each category.
Variable
Category
Complex flow
Unstable flow
Concentrated inflow
Small impingement

Yes
No
p
Yes
No
p
Yes
No
p
Yes
No
p

Size

AR

9.41
4.67
<0.0001
9.51
4.68
<0.0001
10.46
5.31
<0.0001
8.72
6.08
<0.0001

1.421
0.688
<0.0001
1.42
0.70
<0.0001
1.54
0.80
<0.0001
1.39
0.76
<0.0001

simple flows, stable flows, diffuse inflows, and large impingement regions. These results are also
presented graphically in Figures 5 and 6. These figures show, for each flow category, the ratio of
the mean value of each quantity over the ‘yes’ group to the ‘no’ group. Stars over the bars indicate
statistically significant differences in the mean values of the ‘yes’ and ‘no’ groups.
These results suggest that aneurysms with complex flows are more likely associated to higher
MWSS, higher ICIs, higher SCIs, lower VDRs, and higher areas of low WSS than those with
simple flows. However, complex and simple flows have equal mean KERs and LSIs.
Aneurysms with unstable flows are more likely to have larger ICIs, larger SCIs, lower VDRs,
larger areas under low WSS, and higher LSIs than aneurysms with stable flows. They also have
lower KERs but this relationship is only within the 90% confidence interval (indicated with a plus
sign in Figure 5). The mean MWSS of stable and unstable flows are not statistically different.
Aneurysms with concentrated inflow jets have larger MWSS, larger ICIs, larger SCIs, smaller
VDRs, larger areas under low WSS, and larger LSIs than aneurysms with diffuse inflow jets. KERs
between these groups are not statistically different.
Aneurysms classified as having small impingement regions tend to have larger shear concentration indices, smaller VDRs, smaller KERs, larger areas under low WSS, and larger LSIs than
those with large impingement regions. However, the MWSS and ICIs of these two groups were
not statistically different.
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Figure 5. Ratio of hemodynamic variables averaged over each flow category. Stars indicate statistically
significant differences between the mean values of the corresponding variables.

Figure 6. Ratio of geometric variables averaged over each flow category. Stars indicate statistically
significant differences between the mean values of the corresponding variables.

Finally, complex flows, unstable flows, concentrated inflows, and small impingement regions
were all associated with larger aneurysm sizes and aspect ratios.

DISCUSSION
This paper described a methodology to analyze the patient-specific hemodynamic environment in
cerebral aneurysms in order to relate qualitative hemodynamic characteristics and quantitative
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measures to clinical events such as aneurysm rupture in order to shed light on the mechanisms that
govern the natural history of intracranial aneurysms. The methodology was illustrated by studying
statistically the relationship between hemodynamic quantities and the previous history of aneurysm
rupture [27], in which it was shown that ruptured aneurysms tend to have concentrated inflows and
shear stress distributions, high MWSS values, lower viscous dissipation than their parent arteries,
and marginally larger kinetic energies than their parent arteries. In contrast, ruptured and unruptured
aneurysms did not have statistically different areas under low WSS of LSIs. Statistically significant
hemodynamic differences between ruptured and unruptured aneurysms first reported by Cebral
et al. [26] are confirmed by the current results. Additionally, it was shown that these relationships
are not significantly affected by the manual delineation of the aneurysm neck contour or by the
choice of physiologic flow conditions (including the use of steady flows). The development of
objective automatic algorithms for aneurysm neck delineation [28, 29] could further improve the
reproducibility and robustness of the hemodynamic data reduction and thus reduce the variability
of quantitative measures.
It is generally accepted that the pathophysiology of cerebral aneurysms is a complex multifactorial problem. The current theories implicate genetic factors, peri-aneurysmal environment,
and vascular biology in combination with the hemodynamic environment as determinant of which
aneurysms will enlarge and ultimately rupture [5]. Aneurysm enlargement in particular is thought
to be the result of the interaction between hemodynamic loads and mechano-biological responses of
the cellular elements of the wall that result in wall weakening followed by passive yield to pressure.
This process can stabilize or continue until wall stress exceeds wall strength and aneurysm ruptures.
Although hemodynamics is widely considered as of fundamental importance in this process, there
is no consensus on which variables or hemodynamic characteristics are most important. Great
controversy exists whether regions of low or high flow are the most critical in promoting the
events responsible for growth and rupture. Low flow theories suggest that the presence of a low
flow or stagnant environment could potentially lead to changes in the arterial wall that would
weaken its structural integrity through mechanisms related to thrombus formation adjacent to the
aneurysm wall and subsequent wall inflammation [30–32]. In contrast, high flow theories are
based on the fact that at high levels of WSS the endothelium releases nitrous oxide that leads to
remodeling of the arterial wall in a system which seeks to maintain the WSS within acceptable range
[33–35]. At excessive levels of WSS, the endothelium becomes dysfunctional and can be destroyed
[36]. Previous studies identified qualitative characteristics of cerebral aneurysm’s hemodynamic
environment that were related to aneurysm rupture [25, 26]. The current work attempts to link these
qualitative characteristics to quantitative hemodynamic measures and then in turn connect these
quantities to aneurysm rupture. Although the current study seems to favor theories of aneurysm
progression and rupture based on high flow effects, the dependence or independence of high and
low flow measures defined here need further analysis and will be part of future research.
The computational modeling approach has several limitations that should be considered when
interpreting the results. First, blood is approximated as a Newtonian fluid. Previous studies have
shown that non-Newtonian effects are small in large arteries [37]. However, it has not been fully
demonstrated whether these effects are important in patient-specific geometries of aneurysms.
Second, vessel walls are considered rigid. Previous studies suggest that wall motion does not
substantially affect the hemodynamics [38, 39]. Including wall compliance into the CFD models
is challenging because it either requires measurement of the wall motion to impose moving wall
boundary conditions or fluid–solid interaction simulations that need information or measurements
of the material characteristics of the vascular wall and the intra-arterial pressure waveforms. Third,
usually measurement of patient-specific flow conditions is not part of the clinical procedures.
Therefore, typical flow waveforms derived from measurements on groups of normal subjects are
used to impose boundary conditions. In an attempt to estimate the most appropriate physiologic
conditions for arteries of different diameters, the flow rates are scaled with the vessel area [19].
Other approaches, such as coupling the 3D models to reduced 1D or compartment models, have
been suggested [40]. In any case, the physiologic conditions do change during the day and the
subject’s activity, and therefore it is important to understand how these normal variations influence
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the hemodynamic characteristics. The current study partially addresses this question showing that
some of the statistical associations between hemodynamic characteristics and aneurysm rupture are
reproducible under different flow conditions. Despite all these approximations and assumptions, the
current results indicate that the methodology described can produce useful statistical associations
between hemodynamic variables and clinical events such as aneurysm rupture. Further analysis
of the variability of hemodynamic quantities and their association with clinical observations with
respect to the different assumptions and approximations is important to identify aspects of the
modeling chain that need to be improved and/or refined.

CONCLUSIONS
A computational framework for the analysis of hemodynamics of cerebral aneurysms has been
described. This framework includes a computational modeling pipeline to construct patient-specific
models from 3D image data, tools for automatic post-processing and visualization of the results
and extraction of relevant hemodynamic quantities, a database infrastructure to organize all the
clinical, imaging, and simulation data, and tools for automatically creating web pages to browse the
contents of the database. A number of quantitative measures have been defined and computed over
a patient population with a total of 210 cerebral aneurysms. This analysis indicates that ruptured
aneurysms tend to have concentrated inflows, concentrated WSS distributions, high MWSS, and
smaller VDRs than unruptured aneurysms. Additionally, ruptured aneurysms tended to be larger
in size and to have larger aspect ratios than unruptured aneurysms, as expected. All these associations reached a strong statistical significance. In addition, these statistical associations are largely
unaffected by the physiologic flow conditions even if steady flows are used. This confirms the
notion that hemodynamic information derived from image-based CFD models can be used to
assess aneurysm rupture risk, to test hypotheses about the mechanisms responsible for aneurysm
formation, progression and rupture, and to answer specific clinical questions.
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